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The years are going by,6 and time passes in a subtle way; 
and there is not a single person who can realize this with (in) the 
mind.7  
Yesterday, the two cheeks were bright red,8 and today the hair is 
silken white. 
 
 
                                                                                                             
4 
 
5  
6 Lit. “years come years leave.” 
7  P2187 and S3491 have ; however, this would compromise the sev-
en-character rhythm.  is  “there is not a single person > 
nobody.” Jiě  is used as the modal verb “to be able to,” and juézhī  is a 
synonym for juéwù  “to become enlightened, to realize.” 
8 Yàn : “(sexually) attractive”; here reduplicated and modifying hóng : 
 “bright red,” “seductively red,” etc., contrasted to bái sīsī . 
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Even if of honored and exalted rank, and everybody was obeying 
you, unavoidably this all constitutes the short period of a dream.12 
Further, seeing an old person with a crooked back, still rushing 
around as if he has a wife and a child. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
12 Bīcù : This expression is not found frequently in Buddhist texts. The basic 
meaning is “to coerce, to force,” but it can also refer to unavoidable and un-
controllable processes, e.g.  “(Forced 
>) conditioned by birth, old age, sickness, and death, all roots are bound to 
mature” (T02, no.125, p.593, b13) or  
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Have you not noticed that life and death come and go, like an ant 
running around in circles?17 
For the sake of food and clothes, like a silkworm making its co-
coon.18 
 
 
                                                                                                             
16 19
没
2003  
17 Compare (T03, no.191, p.949, b3). 
18 Rú cán zuò jiǎn , a frequently encountered phrase in Chinese Bud-
dhist literature, is a metaphor for getting wrapped up in desire, deluded 
thoughts, and ignorance. For example, 
 “Like a silkworm making its cocoon, wrapping and binding itself; like an 
ant walking into fire and burning itself up” (T14, no.441, p.198, a22); 
 “Blocking 
the sagely wisdom one gives rise to desire, rage, and ignorance; one creates all 
kinds of karma, like a silkworm making its cocoon. Entangling oneself in de-
luded thinking, one falls into all the destinies [of rebirth] in the ocean of life 
and death” . (T16, no.672, p.620, b2-3) 
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Even a strongman who picks up a mountain and lifts a cauldron21 
will ultimately be buried three inches below the ground. 
Although a fellow might [be dressed] in jade- or gold-colored fab-
ric,22 he will not be able to avoid being burned to ashes in a box.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
21 Compare Shĭjì  7:  “My strength picked up the hills. 
My might shadowed the world” (based on TLS). 
22 Tíxiù  refers to fabric that was used to make very high-quality clothing. 
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Do not think that you can dwell for ever [in this world], one glance 
and the time to depart has come. 
Next, we discuss that there is the Highest Heaven,27 [but] we will 
all end up in the realm of Impermanence [i.e., meet with death]. 
The young wife’s affection might be deep, but it would be hard for 
her to substitute for you at the gate of death;28 The feelings of the 
beloved son are profound, but in the end he will not undergo suf-
fering instead of you. 
 
 
                                                                                                             
27 Yǒudĭng tiān  “Highest Heaven of the World of Form” (Skr. akaniṣṭha), 
usually denoting the highest state of meditation in the World of Form; also re-
ferred to as sè jiūjìng tiān  “Ultimate Heaven of Form” or fēixiăng 
fēifēixiăng chù  “the abode of neither thinking nor 
non-thinking.” 
28 Sǐmén : “gate of death” that leads from one incarnation to the next. Fol-
lowing P2187 and S3491  in the reading of .  
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Restless in this mortal world,30 how can you yearn to stay too long 
in it? Blurry and confused,31 where do you plan to go? 
 
                                                                                                             
30 Máng-máng zhuóshì  describes the condition of the human world: 
mángmáng  “ever-busy,” “restless.” Compare Zutáng jí  3: 
 “All sentient beings, through 
their nature of ever-busy actions, are without a base to rely on, spending their 
days in ignorance;” and zhuóshì , referring to the impurity and defile-
ments of the world (“the mortal/secular world”). 
31 The reduplication / is parallel to , indicating the blurriness of a 
confused mind. 
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Not accumulating, permanently open the mind-tree,38 and pick the 
fruit of enlightenment as soon as possible. 
The heavenly palaces are joyful places, but you are bound to be 
reborn in Hell. 
                                                                                                             
38 Here, the mind is compared to a tree (yìshù ) that can produce a variety of 
fruit. On the basis of one’s thoughts, one can attain everything one desires (e.g., 
 “Based on one’s thoughts, one can attain it all, therefore 
it is called ‘mind-tree’”; T17, no.721, p.144, b28). More common in sūtra lit-
erature is the term rúyì shù  “wish-fulfilling tree.” Probably, in this 
passage, it refers specifically to the mind that pursues Buddhahood, maybe in 
reference to the Buddha’s determination while sitting under the Bodhi Tree. 
Xiàng Chŭ (2006, Vol.1: 591, n.19) refers to a passage in the Fǎyuàn zhūlín: 
 “not giving rise to the mind-tree, the mind-torch has not 
been lit [lit. ‘initiated’] yet” (T53, no.2122, p.333, a9). Juéhuā  extends 
the metaphor, referring to the “fruit of enlightenment” that is attained. 
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Pada!42 Do not get reborn there after your death; having left, you 
will be reborn [again]. 
Bound to sigh with pain, how can you not consider the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
42 Bōzhà : Skr. pada refers to the sighs of pain and despair that are uttered 
by those who are tortured in hell. 
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The world resembles a torch in the wind, so temporary,46 [a life of] 
a hundred years is as instantaneous as a dream in springtime. 
Grasp your mind and investigate it carefully,47 the matters of the 
world never last for long. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
46 Here again, the brevity and instantaneousness are expressed by a reduplication: 
LMC /mut-mut/  and /maŋ-maŋ/ /  (cf. /mak-mak/ , 
above). Note that all of these reduplicated phrases start with a m- sound (allit-
eration). In this translation LMC (Late Middle Chinese; EMC referring to Ear-
ly Middle Chinese) is reconstructed according to Pulleyblank 1991. 
47 This phrase is formulated in an interesting way: xīn  “mind” is suffixed 
with tóu  and described as “thing-like,” which can be grasped with the 
hands. On the use of suffixes in Medieval Chinese, see Anderl 2004, Vol.1: 
125-158. 
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Even if51 gold and silver might fill your treasuries, at the moment 
of death, how could you bring it with you? 
The red face [when young] gradually turns into wrinkles like those 
on chicken skin, the pitch-black hair of a young person will even-
tually turn white.52 
                                                                                                             
51 Zhēmò  is a rare vernacular adversative sentence initial (see Xiàng Chŭ 
2006, Vol.1: 26), corresponding to zòngrán  and jǐnrán . This sen-
tence initial is also found in vernacular Táng poetry. I suspect that this is a 
phonetic transcription corresponding to Modern Mandarin . 
52 Lü bīn , lit. “green hair on the temples,” refers to rich black hair, and by 
extension to a person’s appearance (cf. the set phrase lü bīn zhū yán  
which is used in reference to young people, usually women). Hè fà , lit. 
“hair of a crane,” refers to the white hair of an old person. Together with the 
“chicken skin” description mentioned above, the expression hè fà jī pí 
 is still used as a set phrase in Modern Mandarin in reference to old people 
with white hair and wrinkly skin. Cāng  adds further emphasis to this im-
age of a white-haired person (cf. the phrase bái fà cāng yán  for a 
description of aged people) and is used to preserve the rhyme at the end of the 
phrase. The reduplicated kàn-kàn  lit. “see-see > will” is used parallel to 
 “gradually” and probably conveys the future tense (see Wú Fùxiáng 
1996: 110, who regards it as an adverb indicating that an action or event will 
take place in the future). In vernacular Transformation literature, kàn-kàn is 
also used in the sense of “to observe, watch” (i.e., look at something for a rela-
tively long period of time) or “try to (do something).” 
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If you meet somebody again you have known earlier, [you will re-
alize] he is subjected to old age, sickness, and without fail [will 
meet] impermanence [i.e., death]. 
Spring, summer, autumn, winter, the four seasons rush along, to the 
effect that the world of the people is caught up in the cycle of 
transmigration [in the Six Realms of rebirth]. 
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The white snow visibly accumulates on the thousand mountains; 
the red blossoms of the ten thousand trees, hidden, are about to 
open.58 
The swallows come, the swallows leave, time is rushing by; blos-
soms bloom, blossoms wither, competing for their turn.59 
If you wish to ask why things are like this, let us chant [together] 
the titles of the sūtras.60 
 
 
                                                                                                             
58 The two phrases are parallel, both grammatically and semantically. The em-
phasis is on the two contrastive adverbs: fēnmíng  “distinctly,” “clearly,” 
“easy to discern”; and àn  “hidden,” “in the dark.” It illustrates the change 
from winter to spring. 
59 Here the verb tuīpái  lit. “push and shove” is similar in meaning to tuīyí 
 “change/shift according to circumstances,” “change back and forth.” 
Early examples can be found in works dating from the late Hàn Dynasty; the 
word occurs relatively frequently in Buddhist texts (usually in relation to con-
crete objects). 
60 Post-verbal jiāng-lái  is a verbal complement appearing in the vernacular 
language of the Táng, conveying a mild request or the initiation of an action. 
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On that day, our Buddha had abandoned the royal palace for the 
sake of the sentient beings (i.e., in order to save people from suf-
fering), and was practicing the Way in the Snow Mountains. 
Now he had practiced austerities for a period of six years, and the 
Four Wisdoms62 were perfected. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
62 Sìzhì  “Four Wisdoms”: this term is used frequently in Yogacāra texts 
(“four kinds of cognition”; see DDB for details). However, here it probably 
refers to the Four Noble Truths, the basic insights formulated by Śākyamuni 
Buddha (insights into the truth of suffering, its origins, the extinction of suf-
fering, and the path leading to the extinction of suffering). Without context, it 
is difficult to determine with certainty which set of Four Wisdoms is referred to 
here. 
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On the morning of the 8th day of the 12th month, he descended 
from the mountain and took a bath in the River of Hiraṇyavatī.67 
He washed away the filth of several years, and revealed the pol-
ished red-gold body.68 
Emerging from the pure River of Desire,69 he encountered the 
“Auspicious Elder”70 who spread a seat of grass for him, and ex-
pressed his venerations with offerings. 
                                                                                                             
67 A more common transcription for Xīlián  is  (LMC /xilian/), cor-
responding to Skr. Hiraṇ[yavatī]. As so often, the Chinese authors truncate the 
Indic source word. For , see, for example, T01, no.7, p.199, c9, among 
several other sources. 
68 Zǐ mó zhī jīnshēn : zǐ mó jīn  refers to the most precious 
kind of gold, polished with a violet tinge. This type of a golden body refers to 
the body of a Buddha or accomplished bodhisattva, since it is without any im-
purities, and as such among the eighty minor features of a Great Man (dàrén 
). Compare (Zhōng āhán jīng , T1, 
no.26, p.494, a10). 
69 The use of Ài-hé  “River of Love/Passion” is rather strange, since Ài-hé 
is usually a metaphor for the entanglement of sentient beings in the cycle of 
rebirth due to their ignorance, attachments, and desires.  is usually never 
modified by qīngjìng  “pure.” Here the meaning is probably that he puri-
fied himself from any desires, and so emerged purified from the river. 
70 This event in the life of the Buddha is also known as the “Offering of the 
Grass-cuter,” an old man who provided him with grass to sit on under the Bo-
dhi tree. For an early depiction of that event, see the Stūpa of Sāñcī (southern 
gateway, back). 
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At that time, the herding girl presented milk to him,73 and the Four 
Kings74 offered an alms bowl. 
Then he ascended to the seat [of meditation] and caused tremors in 
the Māra Palace. At that time, what words did he speak?75 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
73 In scriptures on the Buddha’s life, there are frequent references to Sujata, a 
female cowherd who took pity on the emaciated Śakyamuni after his long pe-
riod of asceticism and offered him a bowl of rice gruel, thereby saving his life 
(for variations of the story, see Strong 2015: 74). 
74 The “Four Kings” (Skt. catur-mahā-rājakāyikāḥ) refers to the guardians of the 
four directions of the universe: Dhṛtarāṣṭra (East), Virūḍhaka (South), 
Virūpākṣa (West), and—most prominently in Buddhist literature—Vaiśravaṇa 
(North). 
75 In the translation, passages where the audience is addressed directly are itali-
cized. 
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I spent six years practicing austerity in the mountains, where the 
Fourfold Wisdom was perfected and the fruit of the Way was firm. 
Descending from the mountain, I wished to rescue the sentient be-
ings from suffering, washing off the filth in the River of Hiraṇya-
vatī. 
Then, emerging from the river, I encountered the Elder, who knit-
ted good causes81 by spreading a seat of straw [on which to medi-
tate]. 
The cowherd presented milk and personally paid her respects, and 
the Four Kings offered their bowls at the banks of the river. 
At that time King Māra inspected the lower world, and saw that a 
Tathāgata was about to emerge in the world.82 
                                                                                                             
80 
 
81 I.e., by performing this good deed for the Buddha he provided the foundation 
for favorable conditions in his future rebirths. 
82 That is, he saw that Śākyamuni was on the verge of attaining enlightenment. 
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At that time King Māra inspected the lower world, and did not look 
for any men who had committed the five deadly sins, nor did he 
see any filial sons; he saw only our Prince Siddharta of King 
Śuddhodana of Jambudvīpa88 attaining the highest enlightenment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
88 (Nán)Yánfútí , Jambudvipa (to the South), referring to one of the 
continents surrounding Mount Sumeru, the center of the universe. It stretches 
to the south of the mountain and its inhabitants are human beings. 
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King Māra said to himself:91 “If I let him save the sentient beings, 
my followers will surrender to the Buddha, and I will not be able to 
gather adherents as before. I will draft the army of the Māra Palace, 
in order to disturb Gautama, and will not let him emerge in the 
world.” What did King Māra say at that time? 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
91 The vernacular construction here is noteworthy. The phrase literary reads: “in 
his mouth he thought and said …” 
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King Māra was infuriated in an instant, and drafted evil demons 
and spirits on a great scale. 
Seeing that a Tathāgata was on the verge of emerging in the world, 
the heroic mind [of Śākyamuni] was intolerable [for King Māra], 
and consequently he became enraged. 
Not understanding that he himself was akin to the evil demons,98 
he planned to extinguish the Golden Man [i.e., the Buddha] by 
pounding mountains and submerging oceans. 
He instructed the demons and made them follow his orders, to as-
sault the Buddha99 with the army and cause delight [for him-
self].100 
                                                                                                             
98 This means that Māra lacked any insight into his own position, and launched an 
attack on the Buddha on the basis of that self-deception. 
99 I follow Xiàng Chŭ (2006, Vol.1: 606, n.46) here and add a  in front of the 
 (>  Tathāgata). There are only six characters in the phrase rather than 
seven. 
100 Here, suddenly, a first-person pronoun is used in the narrative (wǒshēn  
“my body > me”), although the referent is clearly King Māra. I think this de-
vice was chosen in order to avoid ambiguity and exclude Rúlái (Tathāgata) as 
the possible referent of a third-person pronoun. 
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At that time King Māra was striking two golden bells, calling to-
gether hundreds of thousands of followers. Listen to [what he said] 
at that time: he ordered the horse-headed yakṣas to act as the 
commanders of the military patrols;108 [other] yakṣas109 filled in 
as generals of the vanguards. Kumbhāṇḍa110 demons were lining 
up with spears and halberds, walking in front. The Piśācā spirits 
were leading the infantry gathering at the rear.111 
                                                                                                             
108 Yóuyì(shǐ) ( ) is the title of military official during the Táng Dynasty. 
Luóchà  is a phonetic transcription of Skr. yakṣa (also written as , 
, or ). This refers to various types of evil demon, said to feed on hu-
man blood and also functioning as officers of hell. They are frequently de-
scribed as or depicted with a horse’s head or a cow’s head. 
109 For dramaturgical reasons, the text uses a “double-translation” of yakṣa here. 
Jiéjí  is a semantic translation (referring to the demons’ speedy move-
ments), whereas yèchā  (EMC /jia ̀tʂaː/) is the standard phonetic tran-
scription. I have not found any occurrence of  in canonical Buddhist 
literature. 
110 Jiūpántú guĭ  is a transcription of Skr. Kumbhāṇḍa, another type of 
low-level demon. They are often depicted in misshapen forms, such as with 
large stomachs and huge genitals, or sometimes as dwarfs. 
111 Piśācā ( ) spirits are another kind of demons. 
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He ordered the Asura116 troops to act as generals for the assault 
troops, and instantly they had angry eyes; the group of Gandhar-
vas117 trailed along behind, at one moment being furious, and the 
next moment joyful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
116 Asuras (usually āxiūluó ) are powerful titans, constantly engaged in 
warfare. They are also the inhabitants of one of the Six Realms (liùdào ) 
of rebirth. 
117 Gāntàpó  phonetically renders Skr. Gandharva; as opposed to the 
other demons mentioned so far, the Gandharvas are usually not known for their 
military skills or their scary behavior, but rather figure as heavenly musicians, 
living in a limbo state between birth and death. 
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In addition, there were the yakṣa chief officers,125 who had teeth 
like swords and lances, sharp fur and copper claws. In their hands 
they held iron clubs, and on their waists they carried red snakes; 
goblin spirits were racing ahead, while monsters and demons were 
following behind. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
125 Yúhòu  “chief discipline officer” and dūxún  ( , 检 ) 
“itinerant inspector” were military officials in traditional China. 
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The yakṣa king was their commander, in charge of all the armies. 
The Great Spirits of the Five Paths functioned as the Yāyá officials, 
and together they were chopping [i.e., brandishing their swords 
during the attack]. 
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They summoned the Wind God and the Rain Master in order to 
form a battle group, and called on the disease-spreading demon 
king to form another battalion. Afterwards they split into two battle 
formations, divided into four side troops – one surrounded [the 
Buddha] on the left, one blocked off to the right, one charged 
ahead, and one intercepted in the rear.135 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
135 Traditional military assault techniques are described here. Given that this at-
tack is aimed at a single person—who, in addition, does not move at all—the 
techniques of “surrounding,” “intercepting,” “cutting of,” etc. seem rather mis-
placed. However, since the text was written to entertain a general audience 
during a performance, a classical military attack (albeit carried out by demons 
and monsters) is described in great detail. 
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They used thunder and clouds as battle drums, and brandished 
lightning as cinnabar banners; they released violent winds to whirl 
in the front, and commanded poisonous dragons to follow behind. 
Lizards and snakes were winding around, covering the ground, and 
filling the rivers. The demons and spirits spread on all sides, rolling 
their [fierce] eyeballs. Furthermore, there were airborne demons in 
all kinds of strange shapes.142 Some had five eyes and six teeth, 
three bodies and eight arms; some had four eyebrows and seven 
ears, nine mouths and ten heads; some had yellow hair and red 
mustaches, pointed heads and broad foreheads; some had coarse 
[i.e., large] wrists and thin arms, small heads and long legs. 
 
 
                                                                                                             
142 Phrases with inversions are used here for rhetorical purposes, in order to high-
light the vivid descriptions:  (lit. “shake eyeballs move eye”) > 
; and  (lit. “unusual appearance strange shape”) > . 
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Brandishing the banner, they toyed with mountains and rivers; 
breathing, they spat out clouds and fog. They shook the sun and the 
moon and made the earth tremble. Producing a terrifying noise, 
they shouted out loud. The myriad evil monsters had ears but could 
not hear; their manifold weapons, was the like ever seen before?
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Pāpīyan149 himself commanded the army, coming to the forest 
[where the Buddha dwelled]. First he spread heavy clouds and mist, 
and then he caused heavy rains. Square beams and round defensive 
logs filled the empty space. He was holding rocks and lifted up 
mountains, obscuring [the light of] the sun and the moon. Violent 
winds suddenly arose, rooting up trees and blowing around sand. In 
heaven and on earth one could no longer distinguish east from west; 
it was utterly dark, how could one differentiate south from north? 
Upon one order from King Māra, they [i.e., all the demons] de-
scended from heaven and arrived right under the Bodhi Tree. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
149 Bōxún , Skr. Pāpīyan, is another name for Māra, meaning “evil,” “de-
mon.”  
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King Māra,152 amid the sound of striking bells and beating drums, 
assembled the evil demons; how marvelous indeed! 
He arranged them in rows of infantry; with spears and knives they 
approached the frontline, unlikely to be defeated. 
The vanguard troops advanced, intending to scout from afar, in 
order to facilitate [the attack] for the platoons that were gathered 
behind. 
The Lord of the Wind and the Master of the Rain were leading at 
the front, and the yakṣas were following behind. 
 
 
                                                                                                             
152 The five lines of the poem from this point have a different reading in 
P2187r-0049: 
. 
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Revolving to the left, turning to the right was like the movement of 
mountains; blocking in the front and placing obstacles at the rear, 
how could we have done such? 
King Māra himself acted as the army’s general, controlling the 
whole force and issuing commands. 
Heavy clouds and mist spread through the air, creating a black fog 
that resembled a pitch-black pond. 
[The force of] the raindrops was like being hit by arrows, and ex-
posure to the hail was like being continuously hammered. 
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He lifted mountains and hills and placed them in the palms of his 
hand; he picked up rivers and seas and poured them straight out. 
The empty space was filled with noise so that the world shivered, 
and one could hear only the commands and the incredible sound166 
of [the soldiers’] shouting [lit. “singing”]. 
The red [battle] flags were whirled around, so intense red clouds 
rose,167 and when the black banners constantly blew in the wind, 
bluish clouds drifted. 
Amid the fog, the demons and spirits were all brave and fierce, and 
from time to time King Māra incited their heroic spirit. 
They surrounded the Buddha in hundreds of thousands of circles, 
and were about to grasp the Tathāgata, giving vent to their rage. 
 
                                                                                                             
166 Shā  functions as an intensifier here (rather than being used in its original 
meaning—“to kill”). 
167 This probably indicates that it seemed like sunset. 
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At that time our Buddha sat up straight under the Bodhi Tree. Fo-
cusing his mind, he thought: “Those non-believers [i.e., heretics] 
will all arrive here. How shall I prepare [for their attack]?”173 
Subsequently, he generated the power resulting from his compas-
sion and his good roots,174 and by these expedient means175 he 
would defeat the evil crowd; not by availing himself of weapons, 
how could he tackle the infantry and cavalry? 
 
 
                                                                                                             
173 Zhǔnnǐ : Xiàng Chŭ (2006, Vol.1: 614, n.2) paraphrases with zhǔnbèi 
 “to prepare.” Jiǎng Lǐhóng (1994: 424) gives two semantic fields for this 
colloquial word: “plan,” “hope”; and “prepare,” “arrange.” 
174 Shàn’gēn  (Skr. kuśala-mūla): “wholesome roots”; these are based on 
ethical behavior (e.g., the absence of desire, hate, and ignorance) and will re-
sult in merit and good karma. 
175 Fāngbiàn  (Skr. upāya): “expedient means,” one of the key Mahāyāna 
concepts, referring to the skill to adapt to the different capacities of sentient 
beings in order to teach them effectively. More generally, it refers to useful 
means and strategies to achieve a specific goal. 
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The devises employed by the Tathāgata were totally different from 
those [of the demon army]. As such, he grasped the shield of com-
passion, he took out the knife of wisdom; he drew the bow of med-
itative concentration and released the arrow of compassion; he rode 
the horse of the Ten Powers,182 and used the whip of right effort.183 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
182 Shílì  (Skr. daśa-balāni): there are several sets of these powers, the most 
important including possessing knowledge of right and wrong, of one’s karma, 
of all kinds of meditation, of the capacity of sentient beings, of the moral 
tendencies of sentient beings, of causal factors, of the paths pursued by sentient 
beings, of the remembrance of past lives, of the knowledge of the place of re-
birth of sentient beings, and of destroying impurity (based on DDB). 
183 Jīngjìn  (Skr. vīrya): “right effort,” “vigor,” “exertion,” one of the Six 
Perfections of the path of a bodhisattva. 
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Before having raised the dagger of shame191 yet, the demon gener-
als were thrown into panic. Before he had waved the sword of 
wisdom (prajñā), Pāpīyan (i.e., Māra) was terrified. The crowd [of 
demons] exhaled smog and spit fire, but unexpectedly burned itself 
[by doing so]. Those fellows carrying rocks and lifting up moun-
tains, submerged and crushed themselves. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
191 Cánkuì : “sense of shame,” which refers to the capacity to be ashamed of 
and regret one’s wrongdoings. In Buddhist ethics, the lack of shame is consid-
ered a major offense. 
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When the heretics wanted to draw the bow, the string would break 
off; when they wanted to release the arrow, it turned into flowers of 
its own accord. Before the spear was thrown, it had broken by itself; 
before they had brandished the sword, the blade had fallen. The 
rumbling of the thunder was transformed into the sound of Brah-
ma;195 the hailstones changed into precious pearls; the red banner 
fluttered; and a fragrant wind arose by itself. The violent fires and 
the black smoke were overwhelmed by the fragrant mist of san-
dalwood. 
 
 
                                                                                                             
195 Fànxiǎng : “Brahma sound,” “pure sound,” in Buddhist texts often refers 
to the voice of the Buddha when expounding his teaching (based on DDB). 
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When our Buddha displayed his powers of samādhi, the heretics 
and Māra did not know what to do and were terrified. The big ones 
[among the demons] tried to escape in the fog; the small ones 
trembled201 [with fear] in the clouds. When King Māra saw that, 
he ordered the army to retreat. The rakṣas kowtowed, because the 
death penalty had been mentioned [in the event of defeat]. [King 
Māra] drew his weapons and threw them away, then returned to the 
Māra Palace. The poisonous fumes [of the battle] had not yet dis-
appeared, but he already flew [again] in rage.202 
 
                                                                                                             
201 On hànzhàn (= ?), see Jiăng Lĭhóng (1994: 128) and Xǔ Shǎofēng 
(2008, Vol.1: 722), glossed as duōsuo  and chàndŏu . 
202 The following poem diverts in P2187r-0062-0067. Xiàng Chŭ 2006 and Zhōu 
& Zhāng & Huáng 1998 use the following in their edition: 
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[The Buddha] sat under the [Bodhi] tree, majestically; King Māra 
boasted that he was a great hero. 
Just when he wanted to brandish the precious sword, the blade fell 
off; when the red banner was waved at the beginning, it turned into 
garlands of flowers. 
The heavy crossbows had not yet been drawn when the bowstrings 
snapped; and the four-feathered arrows were just about to be re-
leased when they cracked in midair. 
Then [Māra] also showed off with his thunder and the hail; howev-
er, the hailstones vanished by themselves in midair. 
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Lifting up mountains and scooping up seas, he displayed his su-
pernatural powers; square beams and round defensive logs, as 
heavy as several thousand of those. 
He intended to injure the Tathāgata, the ruler of the Three Worlds; 
[however,] this is just like a falling leaf in the autumn breeze. 
King Māra, although he was the general of the army, was bold to 
surround the Lord, [but as a result] he became terrified. 
When in front of the army he personally issued commands; he 
[then] quickly withdrew his soldiers and returned to heaven. 
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Not appreciating that they are akin to evil spirits, they wanted to 
compare themselves with the Great Sage among the heavenly be-
ings [i.e., the Buddha]. The myriad demons and spirits lost their 
supernatural powers. Causing them to transform completely [and 
lose their powers] in front of him, the Tathāgata himself did not 
make even the slightest movement. 
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When King Māra realized that the strength of his troops was about 
to fail, he retreated his army and returned to heaven. Not realizing 
that his strength was [too] weak, he still planned to injure the 
Tathāgata. His rage had not yet ceased. Thereafter, he stayed in the 
main hall [of the palace] and returned to his fragrant seat,227 
wringing his hands [lit. “wrists”] and raising his eyebrows, his lips 
bulging; it felt unbearable to him. King Māra had three daughters, 
and when they suddenly saw that their father was feeling unhappy, 
they approached him and spoke to him. What words did the three 
daughters utter at that time? 
 
 
                                                                                                             
227 The text says  “fragrant woods,” which makes little sense. Hence, Xiàng 
Chǔ (2006, Vol.1: 619, n.1) interprets  as  “bed” or “seat,” and I tenta-
tively follow his reading here. 
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“How were you, Father, subjected to suffering that gave rise to 
sorrow? What issue bothers you? May we ask you not to keep your 
sorrow secret? [Express it to us.] 
Is it that you worry that there is another country scheming against 
you? Over recent days, your appearance has become increasingly 
sorrowful. 
The heavenly palaces are joyful, difficult for any human being to 
reach. [In the human life] riches and extravagances are already ab-
sent.229 
We do not know what happens in the lower world; please explain 
the reason to us!” 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
229 This phrase is somewhat obscure; it probably refers to the world of the human 
beings, which is contrasted to the peaceful and luxurious life in the heavens. 
By contrast, most human beings endure lives that are far removed from wealth, 
peace, and joy. 
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King Māra answered his daughters as follows: 
“Recently, Gautama has descended from the Snow Mountains,237 
the fruit of the Way is about to be completed [i.e., he is about to 
attain enlightenment], and he has severed all attachments. 
The strength of my followers is too weak, and the heavenly palace 
is joyful, [causing the inhabitants to be] continuously at peace. 
With what device will I be able to annihilate him, and prevent him 
from emerging in the world [as the enlightened one] for ever?” 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
237 Xuěshān , referring to the Himâlayas. 
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The daughters addressed their father, saying: 
“When Gautama was young he lived in the inner quarters of the 
palace, and he is close to getting rid of [all of his] attachments and 
emerging from the mud.242 
[But] how could he detach [himself] from the pleasures of the 
World of Form? The Four Wisdoms concerning the Three Bodies243 
are not yet perfected. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
242 “Mud,” yūní , is a reference to the “mire of desire” (yùyūní ) 
with which sentient beings are polluted (see DDB for details). 
243 This refers to the Mahāyāna trikāya theory concerning the three bodies of the 
Buddha, with various interpretations in different schools of thought. The three 
bodies usually comprise the dharmakāya (făshēn ), the “transcendental 
body,” which is synonymous with absolute truth; the saṃbogakāya (bàoshēn 
) or “retribution body,” which relates to the “enjoyment” resulting from 
the merits the Buddha accumulated in his previous lives; and the nirmāṇakāya 
(huàshēn ), the body which appears to sentient beings, enabling the Bud-
dha to teach them. This final body also transforms into extinction at the time of 
death. There are many elaborations on and interpretations of these three terms. 
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We daughters now wish to descend to Jambudvīpa, and for the time 
being unite with Gautama and become his wives. 
By confusing him, we will prevent him from realizing the fruit of 
the Way, and he will be unable to attain the highest enlightenment.” 
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When King Māra heard their words, he was extraordinarily de-
lighted. Delicate silken gauze from the treasury should be used for 
the daughters’ attire.251 On the side [of the head], they would wear 
the “cicada hairstyle,” and insert a “phoenix” hairpin crosswise. On 
the body, they would wear silken gauze, and a jade and pearl amu-
let would be wrapped around their arms. The beauties of the east-
ern region truly could not match [their looks]; the delicate women 
of the eastern countries clearly fell short of [their beauty]. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
251 Zhuāngsù , “clothing,” “garment,” “adornment.” 
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Their jade-like appearance resembled snow; one can just praise it 
as [matching] the beauty of [the fairies] of the riverbank of the Luò 
River.259 Their cinnabar260 faces resembled flowers, and one could 
go so far as to say that they looked like the female immortal of 
Wūshān. Treading on the clouds, treading on the rain, [their beauty 
was as such that it could] topple the country, topple the city.261 The 
garment was dyed by humans in bright colors; the sun illuminated 
the thin clothing, which weighed only three zhū.262 
                                                                                                             
259 Luò pǔ  refers to the riverbanks of the Luò River. According to popular 
accounts, beautiful female immortals dwelled in the river. This location is 
combined with Wūshān (see below) to form the set phrase Wūshān Luòpŭ 
, which is still used today in reference to great feminine beauty. 
260 “Cinnabar” hints that the daughters were all young. 
261 Highly metaphorical phrasing is used here. Both four-character phrases refer, 
by extension, to the exquisite beauty of women. Xíng yún xíng yǔ , 
“treading on the clouds, treading on the rain,” refers to female immortals, 
while qīng guó qīng chéng  “topple the country, topple the city” is a 
reference to a popular Hàn Dynasty story concerning Lí Jī  (?–651 BCE), 
whose beauty and intrigues eventually led to the downfall of her husband, 
Duke Xiàn of the State of Jìn . The latter phrase is still used today in 
reference to the potentially destructive power of beauty. 
262 Zhū  is a measure of weight, equivalent to about 0.6 grams. Metaphorically, 
it means “fine,” “slight,” “tiny.” 
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The fairy Xiān’é was following behind, accompanying them with a 
jeweled canopy; the Weaving Girl269 was leading the way, fanning 
fragrant wind and clearing the path. Concubines from the six pal-
ace halls270 were sent to stand on the left-hand side of the road, 
and [aristocratic] spouses from around the country were on the 
right. They came directly from the upper world in front of the 
Buddha. They were all singing and dancing, and competed in 
playing wind and string instruments. 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
269 These two figures—female immortals renowned for their great beauty—were 
well known from popular stories and poems. Xiān’é lit. means “Immortal 
Beautiful”; the Weaving Girl Zhīnü , another mythological figure, sup-
posedly lived in the heavenly realms. 
270 Traditionally, liùgōng refers to the living quarters of the queen or empress (cf. 
Lǐjì  44:  “In ancient times, the queen of the Son of 
Heaven established the harem in six palace halls”). 
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Truly,273 they were beautiful women dressed in silken gauze; in 
terms of their deportment and looks, they were unique and sur-
passed the masses. 
On their bodies they wore clothing from the heavenly palace of 
only three zhū in weight; and with their feet they trod on the clouds 
of Mount Wū.274 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
273 Lùn qíngshí , lit. “stating the fact.” 
274 Wūshān , Mount Wū, is a reference to the exquisitely beautiful Goddess 
of Mount Wū, who appears in numerous popular stories and poems. According 
to one version of the story, she was the daughter of an emperor but died, un-
married, at a young age. She transformed into a deity after her burial on Mount 
Wū, which lies at the border of the provinces of Sìchuān and Húbĕi. 
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The first daughter said: 
“World-Honored One, World-Honored One! People who are born 
in this world, how much time is assigned to them? Not becoming 
illustrious, they spend their days in vain. I am beautiful, and there 
is truly no equal to me. It is improper to brag, but among men there 
is rarely anybody like me, so I have come to serve you. I vow that I 
will not abandon my petty and low [status as servant] for a thou-
sand years, and will forever be the Buddha’s lute [i.e., wife]. 
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I urge you not to awaken to the Great Bodhi, [as] there is no need 
to suffer and hold on to the confusion within your mind.282 
I abandoned my beloved parents and descended to the lower world, 
wishing to become your wife.” 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
282 This phrase does not make much sense, since the aim of enlightenment is to 
eliminate all suffering and confusion. However, here the daughter seems to 
imply the contrary: that achieving enlightenment will prolong confusion. There 
might be a textual problem in this passage, too. 
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The Buddha said: 
“I now vow to awaken to the Great Bodhi; I proclaim the Dharma 
and with my mind save the sentient beings from their confusion. 
Begging for food, it is barely enough to feed myself, so I do not 
have the means to support a wife, too.” 
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抛
 
 
The second daughter said: 
“World-Honored One! A descendant from a Golden Wheel-turning 
king,286 the child of an emperor and the grandson of a king, you 
have denounced the rank of a king, and stayed in solitude on the 
mountain. The reason why I come today, and there is no other in-
tention, is that I wish to accompany you to the mountains, sweep 
the ground, light the incense, and fetch water. When the 
World-Honored One is not at home, I can watch the dwelling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
286 Jīnlún wáng : the highest of the cakravartins, kings who rule with the 
assistance of Buddhist teachings. 
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I bade farewell to the heavenly palace and abandoned my father 
and mother in order personally to sweep and sprinkle (i.e. wash) 
the house of the World-Honored One. 
I vow not to return to heaven, and I am determined to brush the 
golden seat288 with my delicate hands.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
288 Jīnchuáng  usually refers to the “golden seat” on which the Buddha sat 
and meditated. 
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The Buddha said: 
“Now, in every single moment I am aware of impermanence, so 
where do I lack anything? I do not need your incense. 
The Buddha sitting in the fourfold meditation is originally pure; 
who292 wants you to sweep the golden seat?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
292 Āshuí : in semi-vernacular texts of the Táng, interrogative pronouns are 
sometimes prefixed with ā- . 
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The third daughter said: 
“World-Honored One, World-Honored One! My age is very tender, 
and my parents have pampered me;297 I am beautiful beyond 
compare, and my intelligence is very rare in the world. [The gods] 
Śakra and Brahma298 have frequently come by to propose marriage, 
but my parents have resented them as too base, and have not let me 
become their bride.  
 
 
                                                                                                             
297 Lit. “one-sidedly loved me.” 
298 The highest of the Vedic gods. Śakra and Brahma appear frequently in Bud-
dhist texts, usually as protectors of Buddhism. In jātaka (previous birth) stories 
they also test the bodhisattvas’ determination to accumulate merit. 
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The World-Honored One is handsome, and you are also the son of 
King Jìngfàn.301 You are versed in both the “Three-Pointedness” 
and the “Six Arts,”302 and excel in civil and military matters. Now 
I have already abandoned my parents and for that reason descended 
to Jambudvīpa. I do not dare to become the wife of the Buddha; I 
just wish to lift up [i.e., take care of] your seat cloth.303 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
301 Jìngfàn , lit. “Pure Food,” is a translation of the name of the Buddha’s 
father, Śuddhodana, the King of Kapilavastu. 
302  Sānduān , lit. “three points/tips,” refers to skillfulness as a writer 
(“pointed brush”), a warrior (“pointed sword”), and a rhetorician (“pointed 
speech”) (see, e.g., Hán shī wàizhuàn ). The “Six Arts” (liùyì ), 
a term used frequently since the Hàn Dynasty in reference to the six liberal arts: 
ritual, music, bow shooting, horse-carriage riding, writing, and mathematics. 
303 zuòjù  (Skr. niṣīdana), lit. “sitting equipment,” refers to the piece of 
cloth on which one sits during meditation. It is one of a monk’s few essential 
possessions. 
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It is not proper for me to boast about myself, but my two cheeks 
are like two moon flowers. 
I urge you not to attain the highest truth, and promise to hold your 
kāṣāya305 in my delicate hands.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
305 Jiāshā  is a phonetic transliteration of Skr. kāṣāya, a monk’s outer robe. 
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The Buddha said: 
“The back-and-forth 312  of your magical transformations truly 
makes one sigh, even if you are wealthy and delicate. 
You idly state that your face and cheeks are like red peaches; how 
can that be compared to renouncing one’s home with one’s own 
body (i.e. myself)? 
This bag of pus is rotten and is not the leaf of a willow tree; the 
stinking flesh, how can it be compared to a flower?313 
The Dharma cloth [i.e., the monk’s robes], the gods personally 
presented it [to me]; who wants you to care for314 the kāṣāya?” 
 
                                                                                                             
312 Qūnxún , lit. “hesitate,” here refers to the back-and-forth of the daughters’ 
attempts to seduce the Buddha. Huánhuà  refers to a magician’s illusions 
(Karashima in DDB: “conjure up magically”). 
313 Here, the Buddha compares the human body to a “bag of pus,” that is, full of 
impurity, as well as “stinking flesh.” Hence, it should not be compared to 
beautiful objects such as leaves and flowers. 
314 Lit. “pierce,” so presumably mend by stitching. 
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The Buddha said: 
“Do not plan to be together [with me]; I, the World-Honored One 
am rare [i.e., unique], even if you wear a garment made of silken 
gauze on your body. 
Understanding this matter, you should return quickly to your own 
place; what do you intend to achieve by troubling me here?” 
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The Buddha said: 
“You are now ready to abandon your female body; it was only be-
cause in former lives you obstructed the Buddha’s cause [that you 
were reborn as a woman]. 
You should return to the upper world as quickly as possible,319 and 
should not confuse and annoy me anymore.” 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
319 Huǒ jí sù  lit. “as quickly as in a fire emergency.” 
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The Māra daughters did not believe the words of the 
World-Honored One, and idly cursed and insulted the Buddha. At 
that moment the World-Honored One shook his golden arm, and 
pointed at the Māra daughters. At the same time, the three trans-
formed into old women. The eyes were like red lamps, the face like 
a fire bowl. The forehead was broad and the head pointed; the 
breasts were high and the nose crooked; the hair was yellow and 
the teeth black; the eyebrows were white and the mouth blue.  
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The face was wrinkled like a skull wrapped in leather, the neck was 
long and resembled a dumpling stuck on top of a chopstick. The 
silken dress on the whole body had changed into two cloth skirts. 
And the hairpin on the head had transformed into a lump of 
lice.Their bodies were crooked and their necks too short, resem-
bling an owl which had been exposed to freezing cold; their waists 
were bent and their legs too long, like a bird feeding on grain dur-
ing autumn.332  
                                                                                                             
332 This passage is only tentatively translated as I was unable to identify the lù 鵦 
bird with any precision. According to the Yùpiān , it has feathers of vari-
ous colors. 
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Their whole bodies were a source of laughter, and they truly re-
sembled corpses. When the three looked at each other, their faces 
lost their color, and in their minds they did not believe that this 
could happen. When they took a mirror and looked at their reflec-
tions in it, they saw that only an incredibly ugly shape remained, 
and there was no remnant of their [original] exquisite appear-
ance.336 The Māra daughters had not grasped the oral instructions 
of the World-Honored One; they had tried to confuse the Tathāgata, 
and their appearance had been transformed. What words did they 
say? 
                                                                                                             
336 Figures are used as intensifiers in the parallel phrases bǎi chǒu zhī xíng 
 lit. “hundred ugly PARTICLE shape” and qiān jiāo zhī mào  
“thousand beautiful PARTICLE appearance.” 
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“This is not a misfortune sent by heaven; we ourselves brought 
about this disaster. 
To where did our delicate looks disappear? Now, only ugliness has 
come to us. 
The color of our eyes is [as red as] fire, and our chests are emaci-
ated, resembling a soup ladle. 
We wish to return to the upper world, but we are ashamed to show 
our ugly faces.” 
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The three Māra daughters, after their beautiful appearance had 
been transformed, were ashamed of their ugly bodies; embarrassed 
about visiting the heavenly palace, they wished to return but were 
unable to do so. Subsequently, they knelt down in front of the 
Buddha, begging several times. At that time, what did they say? 
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“Not realizing that the [karmic] hindrances of our former lives 
were too deep, we descended straight to the lower world and visit-
ed the twin-forest.343 
Probably because our feelings of gratitude towards our father were 
so strong, we did not consider that the powers of the Māra family 
were insufficient [to defeat the Buddha]. 
Confusing [i.e., tempting] the Tathāgata is a grave sin, and we have 
received a severe punishment by having our appearances changed. 
Let us hope that Śākyamuni will feel compassion, forgive our 
faults, and not remember them.” 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             
343 Shuānglín , lit. “double forest,” refers to the Śāla Forest (suōluó shùlín 
) in the area of Kusinagara, where Śākyamuni passed away. 
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The Buddha, on the basis of his all-encompassing compassion, had 
made a vow which must be followed; he released them from their 
former errors, accepting their repentance. Restoring their previous 
beauty, it even surpassed their former [appearance]; reinstating 
their graceful deportment, it went beyond the former days. 
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Our Buddha is merciful and has taken the vast vow [to save all 
sentient beings], but for the sake of spreading the Dharma he ad-
ministers punishment. 
The three daughters had given free rein to [i.e., had flaunted] their 
good looks, and were transformed back to their original beautiful 
selves. 
With great devotion, they showed obeisance to the Buddha, and at 
once abandoned the Māra Palace [i.e., their evil inclinations], and 
their minds honored the virtuous one [i.e., the Buddha]. 
The ugly girls once again had their beautiful bodies, the transgres-
sions committed during their speeches [i.e., when they addressed 
the Buddha] were confessed and forgiven, and they were able to 
free themselves [from sin]. 
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The Māra daughters regained their beauty and returned to their 
original heaven. When they were about to leave, what did they say?  
The Māra daughters apologized [i.e., repented] and returned to 
heaven, with extraordinary joy they venerated the saint [i.e., the 
Buddha]. 
“Because we got to know that the force of the Buddha bestowed 
power,353 we three sisters were defeated by the former. 
When we girls saw King Māra talk about his true feelings, Gauta-
ma Tathāgata had already completed the fruit of the Way.354 
We three all transformed [our appearance], and it is certainly prop-
er to return [to the upper realm].” 
 
 
                                                                                                             
353 Jiābèi  “to empower,” “the power and protection bestowed on sentient 
beings by the Buddha.” 
354 Dàoguǒ , lit. “fruit of the Dào (Way),” refers to the completion of the 
practice and the attainment of enlightenment. 
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Wholeheartedly, they paid respect and sought repentance, and only 
then were their obstacles of sin removed. 
The World-Honored One at this time completed the correct awak-
ening,361 and from then on we did not hear much from King Māra 
again. 
This is all there was to say; let us take a rest and watch the sun go 
down in the west. 
Recite the Buddha’s name in front of the seat and comprehend a 
ghāta, then in the future you certainly will sit on the Lotus 
[seat].362 
 
                                                                                                             
361 Zhèngjué  refers to the highest form of enlightenment—the awakening 
of a Buddha (Skr. samyak-saṃbodhi). 
362 That is, become a Buddha yourself. This phrase, delivered by the narrator, 
concludes the performance. 
